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Sensuousness and sensibility – KEUCO’s passion for the bath-
room runs through its veins, and this is evident in our products. 
A KEUCO bathroom awakens the emotions. It is an intimate place 
of well-being. It conveys elegance and luxury, and it combines  
aesthetics, ergonomics and functionality.

In no other room is this challenge more exciting and demanding 
than the bathroom. That is why this fascination still drives us  
forward. Since its founding in the year 1953, our company, which 
is still family-run today, has undergone a rapid and sustained 
transformation. From market leader for high quality bathroom  
accessories, KEUCO has evolved into the brand for the  
bathroom, with a wide assortment of accessories, light mirrors, 
cosmetic mirrors, and mirror cabinets.

Important factors contributing to our success are the contem-
porary, technically innovative products, the highest standard of 
quality, a clear orientation towards design, and state-of-the-art 
manufacturing facilities. Today, KEUCO products are sold around 
the world, and are market leaders in many areas. They are the 
result of intensive development work, the use of the best mate-
rials, and the most careful workmanship. We combine high-tech 
manufacturing and involved hand craftsmanship to achieve 
optimum results. KEUCO quality sets standards: Our products will 
convince you by their immaculate surfaces, maximum longevity, 
and perfect functionality. Each article is examined individually 
before being shipped out.

At KEUCO, the subject of design already played a pivoting role 
long before it even became a general topic of conversation. Our 
understanding of design involves striving to achieve classic- 
modern aesthetics that retain their contemporary feel, even after 
many years of use. Whether designed in-house or in cooperation  
with internationally recognized designers – KEUCO products are 
regularly distinguished by renowned awards. 

But timeless design and long-lasting product quality are only two 
aspects of our sustainability philosophy. Equally important are 
responsible company management, and resource-saving pro-
duction – with the help of our own water conditioning system for 
our electroplating plant, for example. We view the label “Made in 
Germany” as commitment to the kind of company management 
that aims to secure jobs in the long term.

KEUCO products are made in our own production plants in Hemer, 
Gütersloh and Bünde. German production provides us with a 
close proximity that is essential, so that we can develop and utilize 
the know-how of our employees on a long term basis, and so 
achieve seamless quality management. And that makes “Made in 
Germany” a promise of quality.

Our quality standard reaches far beyond Germany and Europe. 
We think global and produce local. Today our North American 
clients can enjoy the perfection combination of classic European 
aesthetics and uncompromising KEUCO quality, and experience 
our passion for the bathroom at every turn.
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QUALITY AND DESIGN FOR 
HIGH PERFORMANCE

High-quality materials, excellent workmanship and perfect surfaces – these 
are the common denominators of all KEUCO accessories. They allow you to 
perpetuate and effectively accentuate your own personal style of aesthetics 
in your home. Thanks to their large variety, KEUCO accessories offer the right 
solution for every kind of bathroom.

ACCESSORIES 6
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Faucet and bathroom furniture not available in North America.



BLACK COLLECTION ACCESSORIES 98

Powerful  
accents

Refined, elegant, yet also extravagant. The remarkable brilliance that adds such a luxu-
rious touch to the bathroom is what makes the deep black, silk matt surfaces of BLACK 
Collection so striking. A special lacquer coat makes them impervious, resilient and easy 
to maintain – ideal for both private bathrooms as well as furnishings for multi-unit projects. 
The velvety matt surface is remarkably pleasant to the touch.
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BLACK COLLECTION ACCESSORIES 1110

REVA 
Accessories

The practical little helpers in the bathroom: They may not be front and centre, 
but if they weren’t there at all, you would miss them. For perfect functionality 
and individual bathroom design, it’s the small things that ultimately make the 
difference. REVA means “the one that connects”, and as a combination of 
design and function, it truly lives up to its name.

With a matt black finish, they set powerful accents and play a key role in the 
bathroom design.

REVA towel hook



BLACK COLLECTION REVA ACCESSORIES 12

The REVA assortment offers an appealing selection of accessories. Its special hallmark 
is its perfection in the details. At the washbasin, this is demonstrated perfectly in the 
lotion dispenser with practical single-handed operation and aesthetic, black-lacquered 
cup for easy filling. Because it is operated from below, wet hands do not splash water 
droplets on the surface of the dispenser. With the towel holders, one and two-arm 
models are available.

1

Faucet and bathroom furniture not available in North America.
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1 REVA lotion dispenser
2  REVA towel holder, double
3  REVA towel holder, single
4  REVA bath towel holder

2

3

4
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1

3 4

2

1    REVA toilet paper holder
2  REVA toilet brush set

3 REVA toilet paper holder with shelf
   4  REVA spare paper holder

BLACK COLLECTION REVA ACCESSORIES
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To furnish the toilet area, the toilet paper holder is available either with or without a shelf. Even in the REVA toilet brush set with 
black-lacquered bowl, the perfection in the details is clearly recognizable: The removable synthetic insert is easy to clean, and 
the drip basin ensures that the toilet brush is always dry.

3 REVA toilet paper holder with shelf
   4  REVA spare paper holder

Faucet not available in North America.
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BLACK COLLECTION ACCESSORIES 1716

PLAN 
Accessories

What would a bathroom be without the matching accessories? In bathroom 
design, high quality bathroom accessories are essential to a harmonious 
overall picture. In matt black they add the finishing touch to the design and 
complete the furnishing concept. They are clever everyday heroes, they set 
special accents, and assist you as convenient helpers.

PLAN offers accessories with exactly such details, the kind one would 
not like to miss – both for private bathrooms as well as for bathrooms in 
hotels and in residential multi-unit buildings. The design classic among the 
accessories with a fashionable look.

PLAN cosmetic mirror
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PLAN accessories around the washbasin and toilet: they are the 
finishing touch in bathroom design. A must-have for everyone who 
values lasting quality and pronounced design.

4

5

6

1

2

3

1    PLAN lotion dispenser
2    PLAN tumbler holder
3  PLAN towel hook
4  PLAN towel hook 
5  PLAN towel holder, single
6 PLAN  towel holder, double

7 PLAN    bath towel holder 
8 PLAN toilet paper holder
9 PLAN  toilet paper holder  with shelf 
10  PLAN toilet paper holder with cover 
11  PLAN spare paper holder 
12 PLAN  toilet brush set

18BLACK COLLECTION PLAN ACCESSORIES



BLACK COLLECTION 1918
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12

11

7

8

9

1918
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BLACK COLLECTION ACCESSORIES 2120

Shower 
shelves

For the perfect blend between design and storage space: KEUCO shower shelves 
offer a lot of space, and with their fashionable look in matt black powder-coated 
aluminium, they are stylish design items in the shower.

In addition to two different wall-mounting designs, there is also one that can be 
hung on the glass partition. In addition to the standard widths, shower shelves with 
widths of up to 1600 / 63 inches mm are also available. So there is space for all your 
care products. The care products are hidden behind the high face, so the shower 
always has a clean and tidy appearance.

1

2

3

1 Shower shelf
2    Shower basket

3 Hangable shower shelf



EDITION 11

SELECTED SHAPES  
IN EVERY DETAIL

The KEUCO-typical variety of products offers a rich selection for 
attractive bathroom furnishing. This diversity of design is also 
manifested in the extravagant color options of warm bronze, 
nickel, and opulent black chrome. Alone for hanging up towels, 
the assortment ranges from the classic double towel holder to a 
chic single towel holder and the intelligent towel ring, which has 
an integrated spacer ensuring that damp towels can dry proper-
ly at a sufficiently ventilated distance away from the wall.

ACCESSORIES 22
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Chrome 
polished 

EDITION 11 ACCESSORIES

The shower basket comes optionally with a convenient-
ly integrated squeegee. It is easy to clean, and offers 
generous space for soaps, shampoos, and such. With a 
rounded inner surface and concisely crafted edges, the 
grab bar has an especially pleasant feel to it. Complet-
ing the EDITION 11 accessories are a soap holder with 
removable glass dish and a double tumbler holder, with 
mouth-blown tumblers made of genuine crystal glass.

All accessories add accents in bathroom design – aside 
from chrome-plated, also available in warm bronze, nickel, 
and opulent black chrome.

Black Chrome 
brushed 

Bronze 
brushed 

Nickel 
brushed 

24
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DELICATE DESIGN ACCESSORIES

An aesthetic of filigree design, special functional features in the details, and high 
quality – this is how EDITION 400 accessories set special accents and create  
a sensuous atmosphere in the bathroom. With their practical functionality and 
elegantly slender appearance they pamper the user. 

Harmoniously coordinated in design are also the lotion dispenser and tumbler 
holder – two perfectly matching companions. Combined with a utensil shelf, the 
accessories add homely comfort to the bathroom.

EDITION 400 ACCESSORIES 26
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UNLIMITED HOSPITALITY

EDITION 400 ACCESSORIES 28



Even though EDITION 400 is at home in the discerning private bathroom, it can be found more 
and more in the upscale hotels and condominiums. For both areas of use, KEUCO has designed 
a remarkable towel rack with integrated towel holder. The filigree elegance of the softly rounded 
forms and the slender rectilinear contours is underscored by a unique combination of materials 
comprising colored tempered glass and high quality aluminum. 

Despite its extreme robustness the 24 inch wide towel rack seems to hover lightly in front of the 
wall, throwing fascinating shadows. The four glass colors of dark grey, white, cashmere and truffle 
are perfectly coordinated with the colors of many of KEUCO's furniture pieces. An eye-catcher for 
lovers of the unique.

2928



EDITION 400 ACCESSORIES 30



Black Chrome 
brushed  

Bronze 
brushed  

Nickel 
brushed  

Chrome 
polished

The KEUCO-typical variety of products offers a rich selection and extravagant colors 
for discerning bathroom design: Produced using the PVD method, the accessories 
delight the eye with their warm bronze, nickel or black chrome finish. For towel 
storage the assortment offers everything from towel hooks to towel rings and single 
or double towel holders. A special feature of the double towel hook is that the towel 
is hung up from behind – ensuring that the design remains in full view.

3130



EDITION 400

In a stylish EDITION 400 bathroom with a feel-good ambience, the intelligent functional-
ity of the accessories is icing on the cake. The shower shelf and shelf for corner instal-
lation are made of solid, silver anodized aluminum, so they are particularly unsuscepti-
ble to wear and tear and very durable. They come with or without squeegee: integrated 
harmoniously in the design, it prevents shower utensils from falling. With their clear and 
minimalist design the shelves are perfect for every shower, but they are never in the 
way, despite the generous shelf space they offer.

EXTRAORDINARILY PRACTICAL

ACCESSORIES 32
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EDITION 400 ACCESSORIES

DESIGN IN EVERY DETAIL

34



Also around the toilet area, the EDITION 400 accessories are harmoniously integrated into 
the architectural environment of the bathroom design. With its particularly delicate design, 
the toilet paper holder demonstrates that it has the potential to become the next new classic.  
It is swivel-mounted, extremely delicate and can be easily attached to the wall. Even the 
wall-mounted toilet brush set impresses with its little secrets: On the outside it presents 
itself in fine, satin glass; inside it has a practical removable holder. The toilet brush hangs 
hygienically inside and it is concealed behind a lid.

3534



EDITION 90 / EDITION 90 SQUARE

Set accents with  
accessories

Stylish accessories – the everyday heroes. Clever functionality clothed in opu-
lent style or a filigree design turns every bathroom into living space of stylish 
perfection. Discover the numerous EDITION 90 and EDITION 90 SQUARE acces-
sories.

ACCESSORIES 36
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EDITION 90 ACCESSORIES

1 2

3 4

5 6

38



1 Towel hook
2 Lotion dispenser
3  Towel hook, double
4 Tumbler holder
5 Towel holder
6 Soap dish

The consistent and distinctively designed motif of the chrome- 
plated accessories is the square on the round wall elements.  
KEUCO stands for stylish accessories which also have a reputation 
for being genuine everyday heroes.

3938
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EDITION 90 ACCESSORIES

Extraordinary design for ordinary day-to-day items: The toilet brush 
set presents itself from top to bottom in lustrous chrome. Things like 
a cell phone or similar can be conveniently placed on the shelf space 
of the toilet paper holder. 

1 Towel rail
2 Shower shelf
3 Toilet paper holder
4 Toilet brush set
5   Toilet paper holder 

with glass shelf

1

2

3

4

5

4140



Reduction brought to its logical conclusion. This is the basis for 
the design of EDITION 90 SQUARE accessories from KEUCO. Exact 
90 degree angles, rectilinear contours and excellent chrome  
surfaces are its distinguishing design and quality features. Precise 
edges and flat surfaces with perfect dimensional accuracy are 
what make the design of EDITION 90 SQUARE accessories so 
convincing.

1 Tumbler holder
2 Lotion dispenser
3 Towel hook
4 Towel hook, double
5 Towel ring
6 Towel holder

5

41 2 3

EDITION 90 SQUARE ACCESSORIES 42
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EDITION 90 SQUARE ACCESSORIES

Despite their strict geometry, EDITION 90 SQUARE accessories add a certain lightness to modern bathroom design through 
their distinctive design motif. At the same time they offer a maximum in functionality. Sovereignly but discreetly, the 
beautifully shaped shower shelf holds the magnetic glass wiper within easy grasp.

44



1 Shower shelf
2 Toilet paper holder
3 Toilet paper holder with glass shelf
4 Toilet brush set

2

3

4

4544
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REVA ACCESSORIES 4746

The perfect fit

The practical little helpers in the bathroom: They may not be front and centre, but if they 
weren’t there at all, you would miss them. For perfect functionality and individual bathroom 
design, it’s the small things that ultimately make the difference. REVA means “the one that 
connects”, and as a combination of design and function, it truly lives up to its name.

Shower shelf with squeegee (white)



REVA ACCESSORIES

/ 63 inches

48

Faucet and bathroom furniture not available in North America.

1

2

3

1 Lotion dispenser
2  Towel holder, double
3  Towel holder, single



/ 63 inches

4948

Faucet and bathroom furniture not available in North America.

The REVA assortment offers an appealing selection of accessories. Its special hallmark is its perfection in the details.

At the washbasin, this is demonstrated perfectly in the lotion dispenser with practical single-handed operation and 
aesthetic, white satin cup for easy filling. Because it is operated from below, wet hands do not splash water droplets 
on the surface of the dispenser. With the towel holders, single and double models are available.



50REVA ACCESSORIES
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1 2

3

1  Toilet paper holder with shelf
2 Toilet paper holder
3 Toilet brush set
4 Spare paper holder

4

To furnish the toilet area, the toilet paper holder is available either 
with or without shelf. The REVA toilet brush set with white satin bowl 
also has a functional design: The removable synthetic insert is easy to 
clean, and the drip basin ensures that the toilet brush is always dry.



REVA ACCESSORIES 52
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THE DESIGN CLASSIC  
WITH PROFILE

ELEGANCE

.molldesign
Reiner Moll

Initially begun in 1967 purely as line of accessories, ELEGANCE  established itself in-
ternationally over the decades and became the biggest selling bathroom series in the 
world. Today, ELEGANCE offers a comprehensive assortment with a wide array of 
models. The demand for ELEGANCE products still remains steady today due to among 
other things to its timelessly  modern design. 

ACCESSORIES 54
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ELEGANCE accessories bring aesthetics, ergonomics and ease of cleaning under one umbrella. All met-
al parts are chrome-plated to a high standard of quality. The lotion dispenser and the toothbrush tumbler 
are made of matte crystal glass. The matte crystal dish can be removed for cleaning from the soap dish 
on the right.

ELEGANCE ACCESSORIES

HIGHLIGHTS

56
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58

The MOLL lets accessories shine in a new light: An inspiring design, highest 
innovative details and needless to say, the complete KEUCO competency 
for precise workmanship and durable quality. The unobtrusive, sleek 
design gives the collection a lightless and timeless beauty that bears 
the signature of the designer Reiner Moll, and harmonizes with different 
washbasin and furniture ranges. 

INSPIRATION  
AND INNOVATION

COLLECTION MOLL

.molldesign
Reiner Moll

ACCESSORIES
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COLLECTION MOLL

Whether for corners or walls, the shower baskets of MOLL have a removable, break-proof synthetic insert – 
hygienic and easy to clean.

The sponge basket, with its integrated, retractable squeegee, demonstrates what aesthetically technical 
innovations could look like. After use, the squeegee disappears into the sponge basket, which is open at the 
bottom so water can drain away. 

IDEAS RIGHT DOWN TO THE 
LAST DETAIL 

ACCESSORIES 60
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From a towel ring and double hook, via a single or double towel holder: The MOLL offers a generous 
collection for an attractive bathroom design style. The towel ring, for example, is made entirely in one 
piece and its seamless aesthetic stands out. The ergonomically designed towel rail invites to be touched.

COLLECTION MOLL ACCESSORIES
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COLLECTION MOLL ACCESSORIES

NEW TIMELESSNESS

64



Maximum functionality and attention to detail 
are also special features of MOLL products for 
the toilet – from the toilet paper holder with or 
without lid, right to the toilet brush set, as a wall 
or floor model: For example, the toilet brush 
set, in which the brush hangs in the brush 
holder and therefore avoids showing directly at 
the brush.

6564



TIMELESSLY MODERN AND 
INCREDIBLY VERSATILE

PLAN ACCESSORIES 66



With a wide range of individual products, PLAN is one of the most extensive bathroom collections in the world. PLAN is as varied 
as the lifestyles of today and the breadth and depth of its large assortment enables individual, tailored solutions to be found. PLAN 
leaves nothing to be desired – not from an aesthetic or an ergonomic point of view, as the main focus of the PLAN care range offers 
an additional wide collection of universal design products to choose from.

.molldesign
Reiner Moll
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PLAN

EYECATCHER IN EVERY BATHROOM

ACCESSORIES 68



The range of surface variants multiplies the diversity of PLAN 
even more. Choose from chrome-plated, aluminum and stain-
less steel. Or between lotion dispensers as free-standing model 
(left) and the mounted model (below), suitable for installation in 
the washbasin or washtop.

6968
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PLAN accessories are popular worldwide and have proven their 
worth a million times over – in hotels, residential multi-unit prop-
erties, public buildings and private bathrooms. By constantly 
talking with architects, planners and installers, we are still discov-
ering new places where demand exists for aesthetic and useful 
solutions.

The lotion dispenser with its practical single-handed operation 
and the cup for easy filling are worth showing off at the wash-
basin. The single towel holder from the extended PLAN prod-
uct range is available in two sizes: 14 and 18 inches.

SUPERBLY DESIGNED  
EVERYDAY HEROES

ACCESSORIES PLAN 7170



FUNCTIONALITY IN THE DETAILS

ACCESSORIESPLAN 72



How much design and functionality can be incorporated in accessories? 
More than meets the eye – at least with the new PLAN shower shelf. Because, 
a squeegee is integrated almost invisibly in the design. Available in brilliant 
chrome, matte aluminum and high quality stainless steel like all new PLAN 
accessories, the shower shelf optionally also comes without the squeegee.

The perfect counterpart to this is the robust 135-degree-angled rail. The inte-
grated soap holder can be taken out for cleaning, and the grip is available as 
either right or left-sided version. The shower shelf, glass wiper and soap dish 
are available in the colors dark grey, light grey or white.

The luxurious towel rack made of safety glass offers sufficient space for the 
shower towels of hotel guests.

7372



EVERYTHING CONSIDERED

PLAN accessories are at home all over the world, offering an 
extra amount of intelligent functionality anywhere they are 
found. The new 1.3 gallon PLAN cosmetic waste bin finally solves 
the problem of that unsightly bit of bin liner that is always visible. 
Because, cleverly and elegantly, an exterior jacket in chrome, 
stainless steel, aluminum or white is slipped over the inner bin 
and liner. So, from the outside the bin liner is not visible.

PLAN ACCESSORIES 74
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UNIVERSAL DESIGN

PLAN CARE ACCESSORIES
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HIGH QUALITY, CONVENIENT, 
BEAUTIFUL AND SAFE

ACCESSORIESPLAN CARE 78

Showerhead, hand shower, and shower controls not available in North America.



The PLAN CARE accessories on this page can be flexibly combined for universal design 
solutions. The PLAN railing system enables, among other things, a shower to be made 
barrier-free in a jiffy, if need be, thanks to the attachable tip-up seat. The firmly mounted 
soft seat, is available in two widths - 18 inches and 14 inches (ADA compliant).

7978
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ACCESSORIESPLAN CARE

A stable grab bar in the bathroom can provide 
significant safety and ease-of-use, while still 
looking stylish. The wall-mounted horizontal 
and vertical bars in the PLAN CARE series 
feature uncompromised functionality com-
bined with a uniquely beautiful aesthetic 
quality.

The PLAN CARE grab bars are available as special production items in a peened finish for larger project quantities.

8382
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Nowadays there is a need for more space for care products in the shower. Shower shelves in different sizes, 
up to 63 inches offer more options. The new KEUCO shower shelves appear in an attractive design together 
with added functionality. While offering a lot of space, in their popular white or black, powder-coated 
 aluminum finish, they also add stylish design to the shower. In addition to two wall-mounted models there is 
a shower shelf that can be hung on the glass of the shower cubicle for added practical and visual appeal. 
Another convenient feature is the quick and easy removal and lift out for cleaning. The modern, rectilinear 
design matches virtually any style of furnishings, so KEUCO shower shelves are  suitable for universal use 
and removable for cleaning. Available in standard or custom sizes.

STYLISH AND TIDY

SHOWER SHELVES ACCESSORIES 8584



Durable, easy-to-clean – and simply beautiful. The huge variety of KEUCO accessory designs carries on with the shower baskets. 
The different shapes, surfaces, dimensions and variants for corner or wall mounting offer the right solution for every residential 
or hospitality bathroom – including practical details such as an integrated glass squeegee (right bottom), which can be easily 
taken out from the front.

SHOWER BASKETS ACCESSORIES 86
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88SHOWER BASKETS

Sometimes simply functional, sometimes full of useful surprises as can be seen on the right with an 
integrated squeegee: KEUCO shower baskets enchant with their wealth of options.

ACCESSORIES
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BEAUTY HAS  
TWO ALLIES:
LIGHT AND MIRROR

COSMETIC MIRRORS
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CREATE THE PERFECT SETTING 
FOR YOU AND YOUR BATHROOM

Cosmetic mirrorsILOOK_MOVE 92



As a practical tool for daily beauty care, the glare-free iLook_move cosmetic mirror 
shines with its slender, refined design in round or square form, with illuminated or 
non-illuminated mirror surface. The hinge technology works brilliantly too: The height, 
distance, inclination and lateral angle can each be adjusted with a simple action. In 
the illuminated model with control panel on the glass surface, this innovative  mirror 
with 5X magnification designed by Tesseraux + Partner offers two different light 
modes: A daylight function, like the ones that can be found in professional beauty 
institutes, and a second luminous color in flattering warm white – ideal for the perfect 
evening makeup, for example. Unique to date is the 5-step variable adjustment feature 
between both luminous colors.

Whether unlit, with a single light color, or with a 5-step variable light capability   
with the control panel on the glass surface with sensor system, the iLook_move is 
simultaneously high tech for beauty care and an aesthetically pleasing, perfect 
 masterpiece. The LED lamp is long-lasting and has minimal power consumption.

9392







Cosmetic mirrorsILOOK_MOVE 96



Now that’s an eye-catcher: Cosmetic mirrors with many kinds of adjust-
ment options. After all, not only should your bathroom look good, but you 
should too.

9796



PERFECTION IN THE LIMELIGHT

A cosmetic mirror is at the top of the list of priorities when it comes to daily accessories for 
beauty care – no matter whether it is for use at home or in the hotel. Our iLook_move with 
rocker switch offers convenience and ease of use. This model offers 1 light color, 6500 Kelvin, and  
can be switched on and off directly on the cosmetic mirror. When it comes to mounting, the 
cosmetic mirror offers a further advantage – power adaptor and rocker switch are integrated 
and therefore a standard mains connection is all that is needed. If desired, the lighting can also 
be controlled via the room light switch.
 
Different surface types complement the range: in addition to a shiny chrome finish, all models 
are also available in a brushed bronze, nickel or black chrome finish, we also offer this in 
aluminum and stainless steel.

Black Chrome 
brushed  

Bronze 
brushed  

Nickel 
brushed  

Chrome 
polished

Stainless steel  
finish

Aluminum  
finish

Cosmetic mirrorsILOOK_MOVE 98
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Faucet and bathroom furniture not available in North America.



The new 
flexibility

The PLAN cosmetic mirror is always ready for use. It is as easy to operate 
as a hand mirror. Through the double hinge integrated discreetly in the 
design it can be adjusted to any desired position in all three dimensions. It 
is not even necessary to touch the mirror head. With the long swivelling 
arm it is simply placed flat against the wall again after use.

100Cosmetic mirrorsPLAN



Double hinge for 
rotating and turning

Mirror on both sides:

- without magnification

- 5x magnification

Robust wall mount with 
swivelling function

305 mm

193 mm

266 mm

PLAN Cosmetic mirror  
round, non-illuminated
Robust wall mount, 
mirror movement using handle

- double-sides mirror concave/flat

- 5x magnification

- Hinge to swing the mirror (180°) 

-   Hinge to rotate the mirror head around the arm (360°)

-  Hinge to rotate the mirror head around the handle axis (360°)

Width x Height x Depth: 193 x 305 x 266 mm

          polished chrome              aluminum-finish             matt black

1x

5x

101100
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LIGHT AS REQUIRED

LIGHT MIRRORS
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Faucet and bathroom furniture not available in North America.



PURE DESIGN –  
THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY

LIGHT MIRRORSEDITION 400 104

Faucet and bathroom furniture not available in North America.



The innovative illuminated mirrors are a special highlight. 
The EDITION 400 illuminated mirror presents itself with re-
markably elegant slenderness and a surrounding aluminum 
edge. Customized dimenstions are available on request. Its 
secret: A special light-conducting material conducts the light 
of the LED to the surface and provides the ideal lighting for 
the room or face at all times. With unobtrusive and intelligent 
sensor controls the light can be dimmed and the light color 
altered in an infinite number of steps: From bright-white day-
light for ideal, day-to-day beauty care, right to a warm-white 
light, ideal for perfect evening make-up or an atmospheric 
bathing ambience. Moreover in every light situation the LED 
lighting is glare-free and long lasting, and it also saves energy 
and is maintenance free.

105104



Like all KEUCO products, the PLAN crystal and light mirrors feature both 
aesthetic as well as practical components. The surrounding frames em-
phasize the perfectly-coordinated colors to great effect. Although it must 
be said that the lacquer finish of the premium aluminum frame is still very 
durable and easy to care for.

Innovative LED lights are integrated in the upper edge of the PLAN mirror 
frame. Thanks to the careful sorting of the individual LED modules, the 
effect of the light is very harmonious, ensuring perfect illumination of the 
face. The control unit is integrated in the slender frame and offers very 
intuitive operation. The light color can be varied, and the washbasin and 
main lighting can be switched on or off and dimmed separately. The next 
time it is switched on again the intelligent electronics remember the most 
recent lighting scenario.

PICTURE PERFECT

Warm-white 
light color 

Daylight-white 
light color

Washbasin 
lighting  

(bottom)

Main lighting  
(top)

On/Off

LIGHT MIRRORSPLAN 106
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The ROYAL LUMOS light mirror with a black anodized frame is a 
shining highlight. Two LED illuminating sources – main  illumination 
and washbasin illumination – can be dimmed intuitively via the 
control panel which at the same time offers the possibility to set 
the light color variably. The beveled light shades cast light  inward 
and directly onto the face, making it the most task-oriented light 
option available. 

BLACK CONCEPT

light color 
warm white

light color  
daylight white

main lighting 
(top)

washbasin   
illumination  

(bottom)

on/off

LIGHT MIRRORSROYAL LUMOS 108
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BEAUTIFUL OUTSIDE, 
SMART INSIDE

MIRROR CABINETS

Our passion for mirror cabinets has many causes. One of them is 
the fact they are veritable space savers. They create room for a 
large quantity of bathroom accessories, without wasting precious 
space in the bathroom. This is where KEUCO has always had an eye 
for optimum convenience at and around the washbasin. Various 
height and width formats, various methods of opening – upwards 
or with one or several doors – vertical or horizontal lighting, mirrors 
inside and out, flexible interior features with numerous glass or 
aluminum shelves, and optionally with drawers and the ability to 
mount the mirror cabinet on or in the wall. With so many different 
possibilities, we can contribute to fulfilling every wish.

Please note: All switches and sockets pictured in this brochure are German fittings.
All North American products are shipped with North American electrical sockets.
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EDITION 400

STORAGE SPACE MEETS  
LIGHT TECHNOLOGY

The EDITION 400 mirror cabinet is impressive, with 
its timeless beauty and technical functionality. Its 
intelligent sensor control, light intensity and light 
color are continuously variable – from warm white 
light at 2700 Kelvin to bright white daylight at 6500 
Kelvin. This is how the person looking into the mirror 
is reflected in the best light according to the time of 
day and individual preference.

MIRROR CABINETS 119118



120EDITION 400

Available in various sizes, EDITION 400 mirror cabinets offer individual 
design possibilities for different bathrooms, both large and small. With 
the different types of surface and in-wall mounting possibilities, KEUCO 
cabinets cater for a generous amount of planning freedom for modern 
bathroom architecture. 

The light reflection from the back wall and insides of the doors, where the 
clear interior lighting, the extra storage compartment and the integrated 
sockets make the mirror cabinet a sensible and sensuous component of 
your bathroom.

MIRROR CABINETS

Faucet and bathroom furniture not available in North America.
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EDITION 400

INTELLIGENT EVEN  
BEHIND THE SCENES

MIRROR CABINETS

A clear case of aesthetics: The recessed mirror cabinet is done in a clever 
way and blends with the room. At a first glance, the delicate silhouette 
does not reveal the secret of the generous depth of its interior.

Both light intensity and light temperature from daylight to warming light 
can be controlled in an easy-going and continuous manner, so that you 
will happily spend a little more time in front of this mirror.
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ONLY ONE LIGHT MATTERS:  
THE RIGHT ONE

ROYAL LUMOS MIRROR CABINETS

Is this still considered a mirror or is it actually a piece of art? In the case of the ROYAL LUMOS 
mirror cabinet, that is the question that comes to mind. With its illuminated frame on three 
sides it appears to slightly hover. The open shelf compartment makes it ideal for daily use and 
offers a perfect place to display all your favorite items in a prominent position.

The ROYAL LUMOS, developed by the blisse-zetsche design agency in Munich, has three separate 
LED light sources: The translucent frame serves as the main source of lighting, which establishes 
the right light for the room and the face. The washbasin lighting radiating downwards adds accents 
of atmospheric lighting on the faucet and washbasin. The indirect lighting makes the shelf com-
partment a functional and aesthetic highlight with its mirrored back.

The color and intensity of the high performance LEDs behind the surrounding translucent frame 
can be adjusted to an infinite number of levels: From a daylight white light of 6500 Kelvin, ideal for 
daily care, to a warm white light of 2700 Kelvin, for a perfect evening makeup or an atmospheric 
bathing ambience. The intuitive sensor control panel allows individual control of the various 
light functions. And yet again KEUCO sets the standard with this specially developed lighting 
concept. The innovation doesn't stop there. The unique design of the light shades cast the light 
inward on 3 sides, flooding the face with light no matter how near or far one is from the mirror 
cabinet.
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SIMPLY AMAZING

ROYAL LUMOS MIRROR CABINETS 126



Even the interior of the ROYAL LUMOS mirror cabinet sparkles with design and reflects quality 
made in Germany. Prominently featured in the design is the integrated shelf compartment, giving 
priority to the practical. Even with the mirror doors closed, it still allows easy access to frequently-
used utensils. A premium inlay offers a scratch-free shelf surface for watches or jewellery.

Another option is the mirror cabinet with a continuous door.

Please note: All switches and sockets pictured in this brochure are German fittings.  
All North American products are shipped with North American electrical sockets.
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128ROYAL LUMOS MIRROR CABINETS

The ROYAL LUMOS is outstanding. It can be installed as a classic surface mounted mirror cabinet 
or as a semi-recessed model. 

The interior features of both are of the highest quality: Rear and side walls as well as revolving 
doors have mirrored inner surfaces and the height of the glass shelves can be adjusted. The soft-
close hinges mean that the doors shut lightly and softly. Available in several different sizes, it 
opens up individual design possibilities for different bathrooms, both large and small. Depend-
ing on the width it is fitted with up to three mirror doors and is perfect for both single or double 
washbasins.
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HIGHLIGHT AND  
MIRACLE OF ORGANIZATION

ROYAL MATCH MIRROR CABINETS 130



The intelligent lighting concept, individually organizable storage 
space, and attractive design make ROYAL MATCH the universal 
mirror cabinet suited for every bathroom. 

The classy design is accentuated by high quality aluminum edges. 
With its modern and rectangular design, which harmonizes with 
virtually any style, the ROYAL MATCH mirror cabinet – available 
in a range of sizes – is a visual highlight in any bathroom. The 
special thing about the lateral LED illumination is that it can be 
dimmed continuously with the electronic sensor switch, and as 
an indirect source of light, ROYAL MATCH always creates a pleas-
ant atmosphere in the bathroom.
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ROYAL MATCH

The interior of the ROYAL MATCH mirror cabinet speaks 
for itself: Here, you can experience the comfort typical of 
KEUCO products. An elegant glass rear wall, internal light-
ing and the well thought out position of the power sock-
ets are the proof. The central divider of the glass shelves 
allows one to adjust the heights of the glass shelves dif-
ferently for the left and right sides, so one can organize 
things individually. The revolving mirror doors on both 
sides also offer a generous panorama-like view. 

MIRROR CABINETS

Please note: All switches and sockets pictured in this brochure are German fittings. 
All North American products are shipped with North American electrical sockets.
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ROYAL MODULAR 2.0 is available in numerous sizes, and with one, two, three or four doors it suits wash-
basins and bathrooms of almost any size. It can be installed recessed in the wall to save space, or moun-
ted on the wall as a design element. Its high quality aluminium body makes it unsusceptible to moisture 
and humidity, so it is especially long lasting. The premium mirrors on the outside and inside of the doors 
provide a clear reflection in every respect.

Height 700 mm / 
26 inches

Depth 120 mm 
(suitable for 4 inch walls)

Height 900 mm / 
36 inches

Depth 160 mm 
(suitable for 6 inch walls)

1 hinged door 
500 or 600 mm width / 

20 to 24 inches

2 hinged doors 
600 to 1200 mm width / 

24 to 48 inches

3 hinged doors 
900 to 1500 mm width /  

36 to 60 inches

4 hinged doors 
1600 to 2100 mm width / 

63 to 80 inches

Recessed 
installation

Door hinge right Door hinge left Surface mounted 
installation

A VARIETY OF OPTIONS

Number and type of sockets 
(depends on model):  

- Without 

- With socket 

- With socket & double USB charger

Lighting: 

- Without lighting 

- With lighting

MIRROR CABINETSROYAL MODULAR 2.0 137136



INTERIOR FEATURES

MIRROR CABINETSROYAL MODULAR 2.0 138



Concealed inside is not only the sensor system to control the lights, 
but also an elegant, high-contrast design with individually organizable 
smoked glass shelves set against a white glass rear wall and doors 
mirrored both sides for all-round view. Practical features include a 
flexible cosmetic mirror and a magnetic strip to help organize small 
beauty aids. A special feature inside are the options for electric sockets 
and the double USB connection, concealed behind hinged cover plates.

1/2 Cosmetic mirror, removable (optional)

3 1, 2 or 4 sockets 
 (alternatively USB-double-charger)

4 Magnetic strip

3

4

21
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1

3

2

On / Off

Daylight 
light color

Warm-white 
light color

Functional touch panel

Main lighting 
(top)

Main lighting 
(bottom)

1 On/off switch on the side

2  Interior touch control panel 
for exact adjustment from 
2700 kelvin (warm-white) for 
relaxing 

3  to 6500 kelvin (daylight) for 
routine beauty care

MIRROR CABINETSROYAL MODULAR 2.0 140



INTELLIGENT  
AND BEAUTIFUL

The horizontal LED lighting at the top and bottom can be controlled separately, providing full 
shadow and glare-free illumination of the face. At the same time, they also masterfully highlight 
the washing area. Overall, the light can be very finely adjusted in brightness and light color to 
match the needs of the user.

To preserve the reduced and tidy appearance of the exterior, the sensors controlling the light are 
situated in the interior of the mirror cabinet. Hardly visible on the outside, there is a small button 
for switching on and off.
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The extraordinary surface characteristics and extremely fine color nuances of our products can 
only be reproduced to a certain degree in print. Only the original KEUCO products, which can be 
viewed in our partner showrooms, can provide you with an optimum impression.

Reproduction and copying, even if only excerpts, are only permitted by explicit permission of the 
manufacturer, and with the inclusion of source information. 
KEUCO GmbH & Co. KG, Postfach 1365, D-58653 Hemer 

We reserve the right to make engineering changes for the purpose of improvement, as well as 
color and design changes that are deemed necessary. Errors and omissions excepted.

Concept, design, text and lithography: KEUCO GmbH & Co. KG, Hemer
Photography: Stephan Schacher, New York; Eva Gaida, Aalen; Casa, Münster

For more information please visit www.keuco.com
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KEUCO GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 13 65
D-58653 Hemer

Vella LLC
877-281-8260
office@vellallc.com
www.vellallc.com




